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Cripping Neutrality 
Student Resistance, Pedagogical Audiences,  

and Teachers’ Accommodations

Ai Binh T. Ho, Stephanie L. Kerschbaum,  
Rebecca Sanchez, and Melanie Yergeau

“I’m mildly insulted someone with a communication disorder would teach us 
how to communicate,” one of our students asserted in an anonymous end- of- 
semester course evaluation.1 This comment, a typical comment, emphasizes 
the impossibility of neutrality for disabled faculty. Neutrality, like normalcy, 
can operate at the level of assumptions about who gets to exist in certain 
spaces. Our very presence in the classroom constitutes an ongoing series 
of disclosures that reveal the ways we do not match students’ expectations 
about who should be teaching. In the thick of colloquial and medical defini-
tions that frame disability as incapacity and deficit, we cannot move without 
encountering reminders that we do not fit here. Our presence needs to be 
explained and defended over, and over, and over, and over again as worthy.

Any discussion of neutrality must consider the ways that ideologies 
are written through disability on bodyminds, a term used by Margaret Price 
(2015) to underscore how minds and bodies are always mutually imbricated. 
We have accented voices that are read differently depending on what others 
perceive from our appearance and behaviors. Our bodyminds themselves are 
accented; they move, gaze, tic, and interact in ways that may be unexpected 
or surprising. When our bodies move within systems of neutrality, then, 
we are further marginalized when we cannot — or do not — enact neutrality. 
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Throughout this article, we orient to disability and the teacher’s bodymind 
as intertwined with myriad aspects of pedagogical performance and self- 
presentation in the classroom, focusing particularly on race, gender, sexual-
ity, and faculty rank. These compounded categories alter students’ interpreta-
tions of our accommodations and our authority in the classroom. Ultimately, 
these categories influence students’ responses to classroom content. Neutral-
ity’s power comes from its assertion of objectivity even as it assesses which 
lives count. Disability studies, in strategic attempts to universalize disability 
experience, has deployed neutrality in reminding nondisabled people that 
they are often only temporarily able- bodied, or in centering “ability,” such 
as in discourses around universal design (Hamraie 2017). In emphasizing 
intersectionality, we join a growing number of disability studies scholars who 
seek to center the elided realities of disabled people of color (see Erevelles 
2011; Bell 2012; Kim 2017; Minich 2017; Pickens 2017; Schalk 2017) and enact 
pedagogies that understand disability as constituted through multiple experi-
ences, identities, social structures, and oppressions.

Disability as it emerges in students’ course evaluations reveals domi-
nant associations with incompetence that question our right to teach. Yet 
another mundane student evaluation included the line “She’s smart for a 
deaf woman,” within an otherwise positive evaluation. A student who may 
have initially been resistant to the idea of a deaf professor based on presump-
tions that deaf people generally are unintelligent reveals astonishment at our 
exceptionality. Students may be able to accept that we as individuals might 
be smart, that we as singular exceptions might know what we are talking 
about, that we in this case might have some authority on which to teach. 
However, a performance of neutrality, where we do not explicitly address or 
challenge disability bias through conversations that link students’ percep-
tions to systems of structural oppression, can ultimately reinforce pervasive 
negative stereotypes of deafness rather than lead to a shift in attitude toward 
deaf people. Such interventions might provide a context for students to think 
about the problem with the framing of their “compliments” and enable them 
to engage meaningfully with questions about ableism.

Despite our concerns with neutrality, we acknowledge that it is a ped-
agogical tool that many disability studies scholars and disabled faculty use. 
It is a choice that has both intended and unintended consequences. For some 
faculty, neutrality may be desirable, as when Kate Kaul (2017: 178) notes that 
“in an accessible room, by which I mean, one where I can use all the things 
that I need in order to teach, I may not have to disclose my disability to my 
students.” When Kaul receives adequate institutional support, neutrality 
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can be a desirable option. However, such access to neutrality is unevenly 
distributed across different faculty identifications, ranks, and experiences. A 
teacher’s classroom performance is a response to social and structural forces. 
In this respect, what Kaul relates resembles discourse on the social model of 
disability, wherein disability comes into being through environmental bar-
riers. When a person experiences seizures because of pulsating fluorescent 
lights, it is the lights — rather than neurochemicals, diagnostic labels, or the 
brain’s electrical activity — that create disability. Consequently, the social 
model posits that an accessibly designed environment creates a world that 
is structurally free of disability. Ontologically, the social model represents 
neutrality as a breeding ground for inclusivity. It does not, however, as many 
queer disabled critics of color remind us, forward disability justice: our body-
minds mark and perform as much as they are marked and performed upon, 
and the rehabilitative assumption that freedom from disability is the best of 
all worlds sends a powerfully violent message (Berne 2015).

If, as we argue here, neutrality is a form of oppression, then fore-
grounding disability as part of intersectional and marginalized positions can 
deepen discussions about wellness and accommodations in social contexts 
and promote diverse learning experiences. It can also move us beyond pat 
narratives that reinforce disability as distinct from, or extant to, bodyminds. 
Here we consider what it means to be disabled at the front of the classroom. 
Specifically, through our stories, we highlight three features of teaching 
while disabled that challenge or complicate neutrality as a teaching position 
or performance: student resistance, pedagogical audiences, and teachers’ 
accommodations.

Student Resistance

In the context of disability, student resistance takes on a number of valences. 
It is vital to push back against the notion that students’ resistance to profes-
sors’ bodyminds is something best mediated through accommodation. And 
yet, greater attentiveness to the ways in which we might accommodate the 
diversity of student bodyminds can open up exciting avenues for accessible 
and productive pedagogy. To begin with the former, the presence of disabled 
faculty in the classroom always already constitutes a political argument about 
the rights of disabled people to exist in public space, to be educated, and to 
receive reasonable accommodations at our places of employment. Each of 
these assertions is part of highly contested and ongoing political struggles.

In the very recent past we might have been sequestered in institutions 
or asylums or barred from public space by ordinances now referred to as the 
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“ugly laws,” laws intended to prevent people perceived as “unsightly” from 
displaying themselves to others (Schweik 2009). In our postgenomic age, our 
right to be born as physiologically nonnormative beings is hotly debated. 
Our right to education has been guaranteed only since the 1975 Education 
for All Handicapped Children Act (now the Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act), and our access to employment is contingent upon the protec-
tions guaranteed under the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act for “reason-
able accommodations,” including some that might be apparent to students in 
the classroom, such as American Sign Language (ASL) interpreters, service 
animals, screen readers, stim toys, and assistants. Also, as individuals with 
“preexisting conditions” and mental disabilities, our continued existence is 
predicated upon access to health care.

In other words, access to these basic disability rights is far from set-
tled. Students arrive in our classes having been acculturated in contexts 
that present these rights as appropriate debate fodder. The imperative to 
pass under the guise of helping resistant students feel that their opinions are 
valid and respected is disempowering and dehumanizing, both to disabled 
faculty and to disabled students in our classes. This is one way that neutral-
ity creates environments that are unsafe emotionally, physically, and finan-
cially for disabled faculty. Further, it disrupts learning opportunities and 
moments of potential growth and connection by modeling a disengagement 
from disability that encourages students to mask their own relationships to 
it. This kind of exposure to “diversity” enables students to leave our classes 
without understanding why “she’s smart for a deaf woman” is not a compli-
ment. While individuals may find themselves in situations where they need to 
strategically perform neutrality for their own security, framing such perfor-
mances as ideal (Kopelson 2003) rather than recognizing the kinds of violence 
embedded in neutrality (as well as what and whom it excludes) permits ableist 
logic to persist and undermines decades of activist work enabling disabled 
people (us) to teach and be in public space.

And yet cripping notions of neutrality also demands that we attend 
to ableist framings of student capacity that operate within the academy, such 
as the English- language composition classroom. One grossly underanalyzed 
source of student resistance is unmet access needs. Academic institutions 
function almost universally on a medical model of disability that requires 
documentation of diagnoses that may be expensive, time consuming, or 
impossible for students to acquire (Jarman, Monaghan, and Quaggin Harkin 
2016; Minich 2017; Dolmage 2017). Students whose disabilities intersect with 
language reception and/or production may experience the composition class-
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room as particularly fraught, especially when they do not have appropriate 
accommodations, because of links too frequently drawn between standard-
ized (in this context) American English and intelligence. This experience 
is heightened for students — and teachers — for whom English is not a first 
language or who are perceived because of their race or ethnicity to not be 
fluent English users.

While Karen Kopelson (2003: 116 – 17) gestures beyond students’ 
“impatient disdain for all things ‘Englishy’ ” to the ways in which students 
perceive composition classes to be “ ‘inappropriately’ politicized” in her 
explication of resistant behavior, these descriptions do not fully account for 
the complexity of both student resistance and the inherently political nature 
of instructing students in standardized English and composition practices. 
Standardized languages are produced in standardized forms by standardized 
subjects. Disabled people sign and stutter. We point and gesture and blink 
and blow and type. We have accents. We express ourselves through voices 
generated by computers and the bodies of others. None of these modalities 
has a neutral relationship to standardized English, nor is the educational 
experience of the individuals who engage in them ever apolitical (Heilker and 
Yergeau 2011; Perryman- Clark, Kirkland, and Jackson 2015).

To take just one example, deaf education in the United States, the 
persistence of a belief in the superiority of English to American Sign Lan-
guage actively contributes to the disablement of deaf children by resulting 
in the withholding of accessible language in the crucial years of language 
development.2 Attempts to “make them hearing,” in Alexander Graham Bell’s 
words,3 through English language instruction have for decades been used to 
diminish the validity of Deaf culture and identity and persist today through 
efforts that fetishize cochlear implant technologies and consequently deny 
access to manual languages such as ASL (see Mauldin 2016). This empha-
sis on oralism — where spoken English is valued above all other linguistic 
forms — imposes foreboding models upon other disability communities as 
well. People with developmental disabilities such as autism or cerebral palsy, 
for example, are typically trained to produce speech, however laboriously 
or painfully, in lieu of signed, typed, or mediated forms of communication.

While it is tempting to talk in sweeping terms about student resistance 
or pedagogical neutrality, then, cripping our pedagogy necessitates that we 
attend very carefully to nuances and degrees of difference. Disabled lives are 
intersectional and political in ways that negate performances of neutrality. 
Resistance itself signifies in a diverse and vital range in the neighborhood 
of disability. It is the responsibility of all of us in composition classrooms to 
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be attentive to the violences that are committed in the name of standardized 
English on the bodyminds of disabled and other marginalized students and 
faculty. Rather than framing it as a problem to be solved, then, we argue that 
the resistant ways in which disabled students (and teachers) reclaim, remake, 
and recompose English must be a key component of our pedagogy.

Pedagogical Audiences

Approaches to “accommodating” student resistance often lead the disability 
studies classroom to become a space that centers the experiences of nondis-
abled students whose perspectives need to be challenged. For example, stu-
dents frequently default to assumptions that everyone in the room is nondis-
abled, even when they are viscerally confronted with evidence that suggests 
otherwise. Students often speak in us/them terms: we = nondisabled, and  
they = disabled and distant from our lives.

Disability studies scholars have frequently observed the potency 
and staying power of this vexed binary. In “Accessing Disability,” Price 
(2007) argues that student invocations of we often default from a stance of 
removed empathy. Even more troubling, Price tells us, the us/them binary 
can encourage student silence, its own form of resistance: students fear 
commenting on experiences, oppressions, and identities that are not theirs. 
Most important, however, Price urges readers to think about students’ 
vacillation across pronouns as processual rather than cumulative. While us/
them might, on the surface, signify rigid beliefs about identity categories or 
paternalism, these formulations are more productively read as flux. Price here 
advocates anything but neutrality on the part of faculty response, instead 
encouraging instructors to respond to such bifurcations as the inherently 
relational and dynamic bifurcations that they are (or can be).

Following Price, we note that academic invocations of audience — that 
treasured rhetorical concept — are anything but disabled. As scholars of rheto-
ric, composition, and literature, we frequently ask others (and ourselves) what 
audience actually means or represents, even as we continually exhort students 
to think about audience (“don’t forget your audience!”) or write for an audi-
ence (hello, dear readers). While it is now a truism in writing studies to claim 
that academic conceptions of audience often defer to the idealized, we find 
it important to point out that this idealization typically includes disabled 
audiences only when the purpose is rehabilitative in scope (i.e., how do we 
help them?). Academia, we are arguing, has largely failed to conceptualize 
the existence of disabled audiences. Indeed, as we wrote this very article, 
we routinely remarked how infrequently we are even our own audiences. 
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Students pick up on this disconnect, this devaluation of the disabled, this 
idea that the only impetus for inclusion is that of fixing, helping, or curing. It 
is how we have all been disciplined. As academics, we rarely write for people 
with intellectual disabilities; we write for their caretakers. We rarely write for 
deaf people; we write for their interpreters. We rarely write for people with 
learning disabilities; we write for their tutors. And so on.

The logic of neutrality promotes an us/them duality, just as it (rather 
paradoxically) supports a collapsing or universalizing of disability. In other 
words, if nondisabled people cannot write or speak from a nondisabled “us,” 
then they often assume everyone is an “us” because “we” are all “disabled 
in some way.” To be clear, we are not all disabled in some way. Even though 
bodyminds represent infinite and dynamic configurations that come into 
being through complex relations among sinew, gray matter, sensation, envi-
rons, timing, and space, we are here asserting that disability is a political 
category much as we are asserting that disability is an interbodily experiential 
that is constituted by its relations and ruptures with other embodiments and 
other oppressions.

Claiming that everyone is disabled in some way perversely decenters 
disability: we need not address disabled people if everyone and no one is 
simultaneously disabled. We carry among us a number of stories that operate 
in this vein. We have been repeatedly told by colleagues that our impair-
ments are a “human problem rather than a disability problem.” This deferral 
to the universal employs the rhetoric of neutrality as a means to situate dis-
ability as a problem that is nobody’s problem. Put alternatively, it absents a 
nondisabled- yet- disabled us from having to do any work.

These stories about audience are familiar stories. Scholars of color 
routinely narrate encounters in which students or colleagues offer erasing 
truisms, such as “there is only one race: the human race.” Queer scholars 
routinely narrate encounters in which students or colleagues claim that sexu-
ality is a spectrum, ergo everyone is queer. We relate these examples because 
we are conscious of Patty Berne’s (2015: n.p.) reminder that “able- bodied 
supremacy has been formed in relation to intersecting systems of domination 
and exploitation,” notably white supremacy, colonialism, heterocispatriarchy, 
and capitalism. Aurora Levins Morales (2013: 9) reminds us that “there is no 
neutral body from which our bodies deviate.” In other words, universalizing 
embraces an ideology of defaults: whiteness, eurocentrism, speech, stillness, 
straightness.

Pedagogical embrace of neutral, nondisabled- yet- disabled- yet- not 
audiences is perhaps mostly keenly manifest within inflammatory discourse 
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on trigger/content warnings, descriptions that forewarn readers about the 
content of a given text. Due to media coverage over the past five years, most 
every academic seems to have an opinion on their utility (or lack thereof) in 
classroom contexts. While there have been some notable exceptions, most 
public- facing writing against the use of content warnings has come from writ-
ers who have never claimed need for content warnings as their own accommo-
dation. Of course, content warnings are not a disability- specific entity. Their 
emergence is attributed to feminists, both in co- counseling contexts and in 
virtual communities. Originally, content warnings were intended to preemp-
tively flag and tag content that had a high likelihood of (re)traumatizing a 
person or instigating a visceral and potentially harmful response in someone 
with histories of trauma (e.g., sexual assault, interpersonal violence, or war). 
In many regards, content warnings are an intersectionally developed practice, 
and their use, style, and function vary depending on a particular commu-
nity’s history: they have been used extensively in queer circles, in communi-
ties of people of color, by survivors of sexual assault, and by disabled people, 
among others. Content warnings, then, embody a cripped rhetoricity in their 
decidedly affective dimensions. They do more than attempt “objective” or 
content- level description — they anticipate a disabled response, at a guttural 
and embodied level. And, more than this, they actively decenter normative 
audience expectations. While content warnings are often conceived as focus-
ing on individual trauma, any cursory glance at a Tumblr site will demon-
strate that content warnings often foreground collective traumas, including, 
but not limited to, racism, settler colonialism, heterocentrism, and ableism.

Teachers’ Accommodations

Disabled teachers — we among them — use a variety of accommodations in our 
classrooms, whether we accommodate ourselves, participate in interdepen-
dent relationships with others, or receive formal accommodations from our 
employers. These workplace accommodations sometimes act as disability 
disclosures. They thus become sites upon which our teaching performances 
are critiqued or upon which students feel authorized to comment based on 
their perceptions of the relationship between tuition dollars and access costs. 
Many of our interactions with these accommodations cannot be neutrally 
performed; the use of a service animal, for instance, forwards the user’s belief 
that such animals should be permitted on campus.

But there are other areas in which accommodation might pass as “apo-
litical” pedagogical technique: arranging students in a circle during class 
discussion, for instance, or describing images or captioning audio content. 
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These performances of neutrality are not the same as being politically neu-
tral. For one, these techniques tend to be considered effective pedagogy only 
when they are not linked to disability accommodation. Moreover, when we 
present pedagogical strategies without explicitly linking them to our own or 
other audiences’ disabled bodyminds, students orient to failure to participate 
in those requirements as acceptable practice in ways that frustrate classroom 
access (e.g., late arrivals to the classroom arranged in a circle who position 
themselves behind the circle rather than in it, thereby impeding communica-
tion, or students who submit work in formats that we are unable to grade).

These examples illustrate how neutrality undercuts the realization of 
access. They further reveal how the material consequences of such perfor-
mances disproportionately impact disabled people. We often have no choice 
to not disclose or not engage many aspects of our identity — including gender, 
race, sexuality, disability, and/or employment status — because of the ways 
that our bodyminds present in the classroom. Resistance to teachers’ accom-
modations can be hard to name and can operate at unconscious levels because 
of a prominent emphasis on independence in neoliberal institutional cultures. 
Students are skeptical about our ability to teach because of our speech pat-
terns, our accommodations, our perceived mental and physical “markers of 
difference” (Kerschbaum 2014).

Minority faculty are frequently called upon to encourage students 
to enact their education about “diversity” on faculty bodyminds. When 
we teach disability studies, sometimes the accommodation conversation is 
explicitly woven into the material of the class (e.g., let’s talk about what it 
means to accommodate and provide access by discussing the captioning 
being displayed to the whole room, or by discussing the tools and toys we 
use to stim and tic). However, this move also invites us, our bodyminds, and 
our experiences to become the sites of students’ education about minority 
and minoritized identities, including disability. Regardless of whether or not 
political issues related to professors’ identities are explicitly addressed in a 
course, those who inhabit bodies that students perceive as marked are read 
politically. Further, disabled people must be considered and centered as audi-
ences for narratives about disability.

Who gets to be in the classroom in the first place is political. The 
ways that students are permitted to engage in course material, to express 
their knowledges, to interact with others are political. Our framing of accom-
modation in our syllabi is political, as is the fact that the work of providing 
meaningful access to students in our individual courses when, as Julie Avril 
Minich (2017: n.p.) describes, “university accommodations fall short” is dis-
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proportionately borne by “the most precarious faculty (untenured, disabled, 
adjunct, and/or temporary).” We can acknowledge or not acknowledge the 
ideologies that lead to these strategic inclusions and exclusions, but neither 
choice is neutral, and as Joseph Grigely (2017: n.p.) has recently argued, 
“Only when disabled faculty members are allowed to teach and research 
unencumbered by a need to advocate for access will students be able to see 
the possibilities of a career that extends beyond their disability.” Grigely is 
not suggesting that advocating for access should disappear from the terrain of 
scholarly work; he is acknowledging the time, labor, and energy that go into 
securing accommodations; as a case in point, lining up ASL interpreting for 
an invited lecture or conference often takes more time than preparing the talk. 
Grigely also highlights one of the ways that neutrality effectively exacerbates 
demands made on disabled faculty by erasing — making as imperceptible as 
possible — the work that goes into existing, much less persisting, in academia.

Thus, rather than abdicating our responsibility to recognize and 
engage with these ideologies, we suggest one approach might be to take a 
page from crip- of- color critique. In their exchange in Lateral, Julie Avril 
Minich, Sami Schalk, and Jina B. Kim tease out the ways that conceptual-
izing disability as methodology rather than subject (i.e., as a verb rather than 
a noun) enables us to meaningfully “tackle the resonances across anti- racist, 
anti- capitalist, feminist, queer and disability politics” (Kim 2017: n.p.) both 
in our scholarship and in our classrooms. “Teaching critical disability stud-
ies as methodology,” Schalk (2017: n.p.) argues, “can be a way of shifting our 
students’ perspectives about the world.” This is not ( just) about teaching 
particular content that is identified as political; it is about helping students 
identify the ways that disability comes to have meaning socially and how that 
process impacts all people in ways that the students can transfer beyond the 
classroom.

Such methodologies argue (either explicitly or implicitly) for the right 
of disabled faculty to occupy their positions, giving students the tools not 
only to recognize that some deaf people may be smart or that people with 
communication disabilities can and do teach communication classes, but also 
to deconstruct the biases that lead them to fail to recognize the violence in 
these kinds of statements, not to mention the ableism embedded in cultural 
constructions of smartness, communication, and intelligence. They argue 
for the right of disabled students to be in the classroom. They explicitly run 
counter to strategies of performing neutrality by helping students recognize 
the inherently political nature of the ideology of neutrality itself. And they 
invite all members of the classroom to participate in the work of access and 
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accommodation, work that would not happen if these needs were buried 
beneath the surface of the classroom, underneath a veneer of neutrality, no 
matter how “cunning” its performance.

Conclusion

We have argued throughout this article that, more than just being impos-
sible, neutrality, when associated with notions of objectivity, reproduces 
violent and ableist results in the classroom, especially for visibly marginalized 
instructors and students. The field of disability studies openly centralizes 
inclusivity, accessibility, and interdependence, and this commitment pro-
motes a pedagogy of responsivity that asks our students to engage with course 
content in terms of responding to one another’s experiences and to negotiate 
their privileges and needs with those of others.

We join a growing number of professors who center disability with 
the understanding that “disability enables insight — critical, experiential, 
cognitive, sensory, and pedagogical insight” (Brueggemann 2001: 795). The 
demand for “neutral” teachers acknowledges that many students do not know 
how to engage with people who are different from them. The prejudice and/or  
discomfort that materializes through resistance emerges as anxiety. Schalk 
(2013), for example, points out that many students have had limited contact 
with disabled people. While a simple observation, it speaks to our culture’s 
habit of relegating disabled people to private spaces. As a result, professors 
with disabilities especially trigger nervousness (Quayson 2007). Our pres-
ence in the classroom is a performance that demands unique pedagogical 
labor (especially when class content centers on disability). Our interactions 
with students can shift perspectives about disability when personal experi-
ences, along with information and policy, inform knowledge formation. And 
because our presence challenges medical, academic, and legal structures that 
limit the presence of disabled people in public space, we commit to being role 
models and mentors for disabled students even as we claim a right to work 
and study. Through sharing our stories of teaching while disabled, we follow 
what Berne (2015: n.p.) calls “the cripped principle of Sustainability, that we 
value the teachings of our lives and understand that our embodied experience 
as a critical guide and reference pointing us toward justice and liberation.”

As we position disability, with various modes of transparency 
depending on our academic positions, accommodations, and individual 
classes, we aim to create a positive and generous learning environment 
because we recognize that learning new information can be uncomfortable. 
By asking our students to examine the structures that define, construct, and 
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produce disability, we ask them to question notions of truth and their systems 
of values. As Brenda Jo Brueggemann (2001: 793) explains, “What we’ve been 
taught now seems a lie, and we will risk not liking the picture we’ve come to 
see of ourselves as well.” The process through which our students stretch 
themselves into new theoretical and experiential domains, then, disrupts 
their — and even our — senses of self. Effective learning depends not necessar-
ily on students’ comfort but on engaging with different forms of vulnerability. 
We recognize that vulnerability can manifest in resistance toward content and 
toward teachers. We share our stories in the hope of inviting other instruc-
tors, administrators, and accommodation staff to recognize the alienation, 
impossibility, and violence within demands for neutrality.

Notes
1.  We write this article in a collective voice to recognize the risks of disclosure. All of the 

stories we tell are ours. This is a strategic choice and one that further raises questions 
around neutrality and its performance or its impossibilities.

2.  LEAD- K, “FAQ,” www.lead- k.org/leadkfaq (accessed 12 August 2019). 
3.  Alexander Graham Bell, “Image 4 of Letter from Alexander Graham Bell to Mary E.  

Bennett, August 30, 1913,” Library of Congress, www.loc.gov/resource/magbell 
.16900133/?sp=4&st=text.
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